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ESSA Washington School Improvement Framework for Huntington Middle School 
2017 – 2019 Measures by Student Group 

Student Growth Percentile (SGP) describes a student’s growth compared to other students with similar prior test scores (their academic peers).  

The Washington School Improvement Framework (WSIF) is a combination of academic indicators with school quality and student success indicators over 
three years (’17, ’18, ‘19). These indicators are combined into a weighted score for all student which was used to identify schools for Comprehensive or 
Targeted supports.  
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SCHOOLWIDE PLAN 

Name of Principal: Laura Hiatt Date: October 5, 2020 

Mission 

To provide a quality and equitable education that 
prepares all students for high school, college and 
career readiness in our ever changing global 
society. 

Vision 

Advancement Via Individual Determination 
(AVID) 

Respectful, Responsible, Safe, Kind (PBIS) 

DOMAIN 1: INSTRUCTION  Our focus is on standards-based instruction aimed at student growth. 

NEEDS ASSESSMENT {Based on 2019-2020 School Improvement Data} 
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Discussion of Data:   

Overall, Huntington students are continuing to make progress toward meeting state standards as 
evidenced by the STAR benchmark assessment.  Due to school closures as a result of the COVID-19 
pandemic, we do not have Smarter Balanced Assessment available as a data point to measure student 
proficiency and growth.  When safe and reliable, we will follow the recommendations of OSPI in 
collecting and using STAR benchmark assessment data to measure progress and plan for instruction. 

• Over the course of the previous five school years, Huntington students continued to make 
progress toward proficiency of state standards. 

• Continued implementation of programs like AVID is also having an impact on levels of 
proficiency for Huntington students.  Students in both 7th and 8th grade AVID Cohorts 
significantly outperformed their HMS peers in demonstrating proficiency in reading.  7th grade 
AVID Cohort students also outperformed their peers in math.   

• Individual growth is also happening building-wide.  In the first half of the 2019-2020 school 
year, prior to the closing of schools due to the COVID-19 pandemic, more than 55% of HMS 
students in each grade level grew at a typical or high rate in both reading and math by the 
January benchmark.  We were unable to take spring growth measurements which typically 
reflect significantly higher percentages of growth for students, thus our data is incomplete.     

• The Huntington Team recognizes the impact that high levels of implementation of school-wide 
AVID instructional strategies to support building-wide goals has had on student growth toward 
proficiency.  In the 2020-21 school year, we have been working to apply these instructional 
strategies to an online platform through Google Classroom and video conferencing sessions.   

• As stated in our mission, we also have a commitment to the growth of all students which drives 
our plan for success, and emphasizes our need for continued improvement.  Two areas, 
English Language Learners and Special Education students, have been identified as priority 
groups by the ESSA Washington School Improvement Framework.  In the 2020-21 school 
year, we have implemented consultation/coaching support for staff and students in both 
inclusionary practices and language acquisition supports.  

Coaching Certification Instrument (CCI) Feedback 
Huntington is in the fifth year of AVID schoolwide implementation.  The CCI tool is used to measure the 
implementation of AVID in the four domains of Instruction, Systems, Leadership and Culture.  Key CCI 
feedback that drives this year’s school improvement work includes: 

• Consider how you will keep alive the great work you have already done, while still stretching to 
do something new.  Huntington Middle School spent a great deal of time, energy and money on 
getting binders for every student this school year; which means Organization is something 
valued by staff and students….How do we keep those expectations alive and grow in other 
areas? 

• Can your departments articulate the common, expected AVID skills all students experience?  
That would be a good place to start planning conversations with feeder schools.  Does each 
department have AVID agreeables that they plan with?  This too would be a great place to start 
the feeder school conversations because that is ideal PLC work and a way to create a rigorous 
academic experience for all students. 
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PROCEDURES TO SUPPORT  

School-wide Focused Note Taking 
AVID Site Team Goal: As an extension of last year, all HMS teachers for the 2020-2021 school year 
will provide students with multiple opportunities to engage in the reflection and application stages of the 
focused note-taking process.   
Use of this instructional strategy supports student habits for learning by helping them access 
information, connect to and apply concepts, and build on learning towards mastery of standards. 
Intentional planning by teachers will allow more consistent student interaction with their own notes.  
Special attention is focused on strategies for doing this in a digital format through Google docs.  

Special Education Inclusionary Practices Focus (ESSA) 
The goal for all Special Education students at Huntington is inclusion in general education classes at 
the appropriate level as determined by their IEP team. 
 

Our middle level Special Education departments have adopted new Language Live curriculum in order 
to consistently meet students at their goal level and build skills toward grade-level.  In addition, our 
continuum of Special Education services includes co-taught ELA classes in 6th and 7th grade, and an 
exposure to grade-level curriculum in the 8th grade through resource classes to work toward bridging 
opportunity and expectation gaps which Special Education students may encounter. 

Our Moderate Disabilities program has implemented the online instructional platform Edgenuity in order 
to serve students remotely at the appropriate goal level communicated in their IEP.  In our Resource 
and Behavior programs, the Odysseyware platform has been modified to also meet the goal levels and 
learning needs indicated in students’ IEPs. 

The Structured Learning Center (SLC) which serves our students with the greatest behavioral needs, 
has shifted focus to include a greater academic focus in addition to behavior support and education.  
The district has used grant funding sources to contract with an Inclusionary Practices Consultant.  This 
consultant works directly with SLC staff and students to grow instructional and support practices for 
team planning, classroom structures, and social skill building aimed at increasing students’ readiness 
to engage in general education settings with longer success rates.  The SLC staff is also being trained 
and supported through coaching from the consultant as they make this instructional switch with 
students.   

Under 2.0 and Hybrid Learning, the SpEd paraeducator team has completed extensive trainings 
through the district’s Social Emotional Learning (SEL) and Technology professional learning self-paced 
modules.  They are utilizing these new skills to facilitate scheduled weekly one-on-one video 
conferencing sessions with individual students as identified by the IEP Team.  SLC paraeducators also 
work alongside the inclusionary practices consultant both in professional development settings and in 
the classrooms/virtual classrooms with students to build skills in supporting individual student growth 
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academically and behaviorally.  All paraeducators participate in weekly support meetings aimed at 
analyzing data and developing plan for response to emerging student needs. 

English Language Learner Supports (ESSA) 
Huntington Middle School is committed to differentiated instruction for ELL students to meet their 
individual language needs.  The following supports are in place for the 2020-2021 school year: 

• ELL students who score a 3.5 or higher on the English Language Proficiency Assessment 
(ELPA) are in general education ELA classes so that they are exposed to grade level 
standards.  These students still require differentiated supports in the ELA classroom.  The 
district ELL Coach, Tammy Trafelet, collaborates with staff and advocates for reminders 
regarding language-supportive instructional strategies. 

• ELL students who score under a 3.5 on the ELPA receive ELA instruction through an ELL class 
which uses Common Core aligned curriculum scaffolded for lower language access points. 

• Fluid scheduling is practiced at HMS as needed to meet the level of readiness for EL students. 
• Students new to the United States receive instruction through their ELL class to support their 

language acquisition and introduction to mainstream/school culture. 
• School-wide AVID strategies which focus on EL supports are also identified through regular 

building communications and professional development.  In addition, teachers have 
implemented greater tech-based visual supports (jamboard, bitmoji classroom, flipgrid, 
edpuzzle, paredeck, etc) to improve access to learning for all academic language learners. 

DOMAIN 2: SYSTEMS  Work is prioritized to create systems which will support students’ instructional 
growth. 

NEEDS ASSESSMENT {Based on 2019-2021 School Improvement Data} 

  

Discussion of Data: 
Attendance has been a strong focus in our school improvement efforts over the last several years.  This 
year’s data shows a key celebration in the work our staff is doing during remote learning with respect to 
student engagement.  In the 2019-2020 school year, HMS had an attendance rate of 93.59 percent.  In 
the spring during full remote learning, our engagement percentages averaged between 40-60 percent 
each week during 4th quarter.  In the 2020-21 school year, 93.96 percent of our students are engaged 
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with us under the 2.0 Distance Learning model.  Despite the challenges of remote learning, our 
students are as strongly engaged with us as they were in person!   
 
PROCEDURES TO SUPPORT 

Attendance Patterns 
Huntington attendance rates have been slowly declining over the past several years.  With the 
challenges of COVID-19 new approaches to engaging students have been needed.  We are taking the 
following actions in response: 

• Students with developing patterns of absences have (at least) weekly one-on-one check-ins 
with a staff member through videoconferencing.  These sessions are used to check progress, 
discuss barriers, and develop and implement plans of support. 

• Parents are notified daily of students’ absences by email and phone. 
• The importance of attendance is communicated to students and families during parent nights 

and in parent newsletters. 
• PBIS celebrates students with good attendance during PAWS reward events and school 

assemblies. 
• Members of the HMS staff serve on the Truancy Project Workshop Board to meet with families 

to analyze and develop support plans for students with chronic attendance issues. 
 

In addition, several department goals focus specifically on attendance and engagement in this year of 
remote and in-person learning. 

• ELA Department Goal:  During first semester, 90% of HMS students will engage in learning 
75% of the time, in at least one of the following ways: attending Google Meets, attempting 
and/or completing OW/GC lessons, accessing additional content websites (kahoot, jamboard, 
edpuzzle, padlet, slido), or asking for help during Support times. 

• Math Department Goal:  During first semester most students will engage in at least one of the 
following activities each week around math standards: warm ups, exit slips, discourse in 
breakout rooms, Odyssey lessons, Chat function in Google Meet or Zoom and Google Forms. 

• Social Studies Department Goal: During the first semester of the 2020/21 school year, SS will 
see an increase in student engagement by building relationships through a daily entry task. Our 
goal is to have 75% of students engaging through cameras being on, verbal communication, 
and/or use of the chat feature. 

• Special Education Department: By the end of Semester 1, students will increase engagement 
by accessing the special education supports that are in place for them by using the last 30 
minutes of class, weekly IA support Wednesday interventions, differentiation of 
Odysseyware/Edgenuity, and attendance as measured by grades and/or missing assignments. 

• Elective Department: By the end of 1st Semester, 75% of students will complete a meaningful 
project or performance in their Elective courses in order to foster student engagement. 

A Move to 1-to-1 Technology (Student and Teacher) 
In response to our commitment to ensuring access to learning for every student, the district provided 
chromebooks for every student.  While, previously Huntington had enough chromebooks for every 
student to use simultaneously, we had not assigned chromebooks to individual students.  The result 
has been a complete shift to technology-based learning.  Such a revolution requires significant teaching 
and development for students, families, and teachers alike.  The HMS staff has collectively accessed 
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hundreds of hours of technology professional development in order to build instructional skills in 
teaching through technology.  The result has been a complete revolution in skills regarding video 
conferencing, video casting, Google classroom and suite, digital engagement strategies, and 
communication via technology. 
 
Organization Skills Through School-Wide Implementation of Organizational Tools and Daily 
Planners 
Students’ organizational skills must be addressed so that students have and use the tools to access 
and build on their learning.  In remote learning the responsibilities for organization has fallen more 
heavily on students and families than in past years. In the past several years, HMS has focused on 
school-wide binders and planners as an organizational tool.  With the shift to remote learning and 1-to-
1 devices, we have shifted the tools we use with students to be digital in nature.  Students organized 
their work through Google Classroom and are encouraged to keep paper notes and digital planners. 
 
AVID Site Team Goal:  During the 18-19 school year HMS implemented AVID binders schoolwide. 
Building these organizational skills during the 2019-2020 school year HMS provided every student with 
a planner included in their binder and built in time for students to fill in their daily planner. During the 
2020-2021 school year HMS will introduce a digital planner option for students to explore.  
 
PAWS Time Development 
Our staff has committed to using our daily “advisory” time in pursuit of interventions and extensions for 
students.  We continue to develop a more consistent, building-wide use of this time through: 

• Staff generated PD:  Common expectations and choice activities 
• Math Mondays, School-wide Lesson Thursdays (AVID, PBIS, SEL, SLC) 
• Building Reading Goal:  1 book a quarter outside reading at grade level (AR Goal) 
• Interventions and Extension Grouping (WA State History Credit Recovery, Executive 

Functioning, Social Skills, HiCap, Amplify & Math help, Phonics, AVID) 
• Once a month Husky Huddle (assembly) focused on student recognition, bullying, kindness, 

and diversity topics. 
• During periods of remote learning students engage with PAWS as an opportunity for daily check 

ins, to check grades, work on missing assignments, and receive one-on-one breakout sessions 
for individualized help.  PAWS is also used for schoolwide discussions on important academic 
and social-emotional topics in an effort to support students in their remote learning needs. 

 
DOMAIN 3: LEADERSHIP   A shared leadership model is pursued and fostered to gain greater buy-in 
and cohesion in implementing school-wide strategies and systems. 

PROCEDURES TO SUPPORT  

College and Career Readiness 
AVID Site Team Goal:  During periods of in-person learning in the 20-21school year, HMS will 
increase the level of participation, understanding, and awareness of college and career readiness 
throughout the HMS learning community to support students as they enter an ever changing global 
society. 
Activities to move toward achievement of this goal include: 

• College and Career Lessons through the Career Center and PAWS classes 
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• College wear Wednesdays, College pennants and flags displayed in classrooms and throughout 
the school halls. 

• College field trips (schoolwide and AVID Cohort) 
• Career day (6th grade and AVID Cohorts) 
• Site Team focus on sustainability of AVID cohorts through the recruiting, staffing, and advising 

process. 

Professional Development in Support of our Mission and Vision 
• District self-studies:  Teaching Technologies and Social Emotional Learning 
• AVID Regional Pathway Training (Remote) 
• Math standards/ scope and sequence development and district coaching 
• Monthly AVID Site Team meetings to monitor goal progress and share best practices. 
• Weekly Tier 1, Tier 2, and Tier 3 meetings to analyze student data and respond to needs 
• Wednesday Early Release (WER) and/or Inservice PD- 1-2 per month 

 
Shared Leadership 
Progress toward our College and Career Readiness goals and professional development in support of 
our vision and mission is led by many individuals and groups including the following:   

• Tier 2/Tier 3 Teams:  Made up of administrators, counselors, the school psychologist and 
designated support staff, these teams regularly collect and analyze data to determine groups of 
students who need additional supports.  Support services and plans are then developed and 
students are dropped into these supports until data suggests that support is no longer required.  

• PBIS Team:  Our Tier 1 PBIS team, made up of individuals from all departments, defines and 
teaches Husky beliefs and expectations for Huntington students.  They also analyze data to 
develop lessons, events, rewards and professional development aimed at positive behavioral 
expectations and recognition. 

• AVID Site Team:  Members of our site team which represent all departments from our school 
emphasize, monitor and support college wear Wednesdays, AVID schoolwide instruction and 
culture and AVID WER professional development. 

• AVID Site Coordinator:  Darcy Wishard coordinates college and career lessons, AVID PAWS 
schoolwide lessons, site team meeting agendas, and AVID professional development on WER 
days. 

• AVID Cohort Team: Mike Birch, Kathryn Ahola, and Penelope DeSpain organize and champion 
case management of cohort students, schoolwide focus on rigorous teaching and organization 
strategies, college visits for AVID Cohorts, and professional development opportunities for staff. 

• School Counselors:  Christina Zepeda and Zoe Dieter coordinate remote support services for 
students in addition to our all-grade field trips and career days. 

• Instructional Coaches:  Gunnar Guttormsen (Math) and Tammy Trafelet (ELL) organize and 
lead instructional professional development, walk-throughs, and support opportunities. 

• Department Heads:  Teacher leaders from each department drive two-way communication to 
support implementation of school-wide and department goals and systems. 

• Technology Support:  Elizabeth Roffler provides support for instructional technology and 
classroom needs. 
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• Student Leadership:  Gianne Curry (ASB Leadership), Lindsay Johanesen and  Elizabeth 
Roffler  (PBIS PAWSitive Squad), Mike Birch and Kathryn Ahola (AVID Cohorts) and numerous 
other extracurricular advisors work to facilitate student voice and participation in support of our 
school’s vision and mission. 

 

DOMAIN 4: CULTURE  Huntington must be a place where each student has the opportunity to grow, 
learn, and engage in a safe environment. 

NEEDS ASSESSMENT {Based on 2020-2021 School Improvement Data} 

  

Discussion of Data: 
Given the needs of our diverse population, Huntington is committed to improving our tiered structures 
of academic and SEL student support.  We are intentionally focusing on school systems and structures 
that have historically left certain demographic groups underserved, disenfranchised, and ignored.  
  
PROCEDURES TO SUPPORT  

A School-wide Focus on Tier 1 (PBIS) 
Huntington continues to be led by a strong PBIS team made up of teachers, admin, and students 
(PAWSitive Squad) who communicate clear expectations for behavior that is respectful, responsible, 
safe, and kind in all areas of the school.  More importantly, the team is implementing lessons and 
activities aligned with our beliefs about who we are as Huskies in each of these categories.  The PBIS 
team provides regular lessons to be taught schoolwide through PAWS to educate and reteach students 
about these beliefs and expectations.  Monthly awards are given to recognize students who display 
behaviors consistent with our beliefs.  A positive reward system (PAWS tickets) is used uniformly 
throughout the school.  This year, we are modernizing the reward system to fit with new health and 
safety standards.  Our Paws Store has become Dawg Dash.  Monthly reward events are also 
organized by the team to recognize students who demonstrate behavior according to the PBIS model.  
Our 2020-21 ASB Student Leadership has committed to furthering our PBIS work this year with this 
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year’s theme, Kindness is Key, and are engaging in a variety of awareness campaigns to spread the 
message. 
 
Growing Tier 2 & 3 Supports 
While Tier 1 components work to reach every student, some student populations require more support.  
In the 2020-21 school year, our Tier 2 and 3 teams are up and running!  The new work we’re doing 
includes: 

• Working alongside district SEL coaches to insure vertical and horizontal alignment and 
consistency. 

• Staff and student behavior screeners to be administered universally in the fall, winter, and 
spring.  

• Weekly data analysis by Tier 2/Tier 3 teams to identify students in need of greater supports. 
• Weekly meetings to create and monitor plans for tier 2 & 3 students. 
• Creation of both an in-person and remote system so that student supports are not interrupted by 

fluctuating public health situations. 
• Development of a student support continuum that students can access as identified in their tier 

support plans (i.e. check-in check-out, counseling supports, skill groups, individualized 
schedules, etc.) 

• Creation and staffing of a TSEC room to support skill building for Tier 2 students. 

A Focus on Safety 
HMS staff is working closely with district administration to understand and implement changing health 
guidelines and recommendations to ensure that students, staff, and visitors maintain healthy, social 
distancing interactions and learning environments.  

HMS will also maintain a school-wide commitment to ALICE.  Staff review ALICE protocol through 
professional development three times during the year.  Students participate in barricade drills 3-5 times 
during the year.  Parents receive written communication regarding drills and ALICE 2-3 times per year.  
The HMS teams partners with safety consultants to hold table-top discussions, conduct needs 
assessments, and design systems that support greater safety. 

A Focus on Equitable Access 
With the fluctuation of public health concerns and the need to pivot education between in-person and 
remote learning platforms, staff is focused on making sure every student has access to learning 
regardless of their location.  Strategies to address this include: 

• Internet Café availability M, T, Th, and F for students without internet access at home.  
Transportation is provided as needed. 

• One-on-one weekly meetings between paraeducators and students to support academics and 
social emotional needs.  

• 1-to-1 chromebook technology for all students with common Google Classroom platforms to 
access learning. 

• District issued student emails for improved communication directly between teacher and 
student. 

• Development of tiered support services. 
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A Focus on Rigor 
In order for students to grow, learn and engage, instruction must be rigorous.  Students may now self-
select into honors/advanced courses and student leadership.  Sixth and seventh grade students have 
access to math classes being taught to elevate students toward an 8th grade Algebra track.  
 

AVID Site Team Goal: HMS will create an intentional and sustainable culture of rigor with intentional 
use of Inquiry strategies to effectively help all students engage in rigorous curriculum by using Costa's 
Levels of Thinking in student focused notes and teacher planning. 

This was identified as a goal in order to support the district strategic plan of all students being college 
and career ready. In order to support this development during remote learning, staff will look for 
technology-based strategies to support rigorous engagement. 

Department Goal to support the development of a culture of rigor: 
• Science Department Goal:  Students in HMS science will use Interactive Notebooks to support 

learning using AVID strategies, and are measured by frequent notebook checks throughout the 
20/21 school year. 
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